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A PU-INTEGRAL ON AN ABSTRACT METRIC SPACE 
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Summary. In this paper, we define a PU-integral, i.e. an integral defined by means 
of partitions of unity, on a suitable compact metric measure space, whose measure fi, is 
compatible with its topology in the sense that every open set is /i-measurable. We prove that 
the PU-integral is equivalent to /A-integral. Moreover, we give an example of a noneuclidean 
compact metric space such that the above results are true. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In 1984, Jarnik and Kurzweil gave the idea of PU-integral on R m (cf. [8]), which 
permitted to define an integral on an abstract space. In fact they used partitions of 
unity by suitable functions instead of simple objects of the topology of the space, as 
rectangles in K m . 
In [12], Pfeffer used a PU-integral on an abstract measure space (X,M,ii) and 
proved some of its properties under the following assumptions: 
i) each /i-integrable function is PU-integrable, 
ii) each PU-integrable function is /(-measurable. 
In [7], Henstock defined the Davies-McShane integral on a measure space (X,M,fi), 
using partitions of X by means of measurable sets. He proved the equivalence be­
tween this integral and the /i-integral for /i-measurable functions, however, leaving 
open the question whether Davies-McShane integrable (D-McSh-integrable) func­
tions are /4-measurable. 
This work was supported by M.U.R.S.T. 
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In this paper [Sections 1, 2, 3], we define a PU-integral on a measure space 
(X, M,J.L) and give some conditions on the measure space to prove the assumptions 
i) and ii) used by Pfeffer [12]. Moreover [Section 4], using the results of Henstock [7], 
we show the equivalence between the /(-integral and the PU-integral. This last result 
gives an affirmative answer to the open question of Henstock on the /x-measurability 
of a D-McSh-integrable function. 
Finally [Section 5], we give an example of a noneuclidean measure space on which 
our results can be verified. 
PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper X denotes a compact metric space, M a cr-algebra of subsets of X 
such that each open set is in M, /x a non-atomic, finite, Radon measure on M such 
that: 
a) each ball U(x,r) centered at x with radius r has a positive measure, 
/3) for every x in X there is a number h(x) e R such that /t(f/[x,2r]) ^ h(x) x 
n(U[x,r]) for all r > 0 (where C[£,r]) is the closed ball), 
7) n(dU(x,r)) = 0 where dU(x,r) is the boundary of U(x,r). 
We introduce the following basic concepts. 
Definit ion 1. A partition of unity (PU-partition) in X is, by definition, a finite 
collection P = {(Oi,Xi)}?=1 where i j G X and #; are nou negative, //-measurable and 
p 
//-integrable real functions on A" such that ^2 Qi(x) = 1 a.e. in X. 
i= i 
Definit ion 2. Let 5 be a positive function on A'. A PU-partition is said to be 
S-fine if 
S6i = {x e X: 9i(x) ^ 0} C U(xi,S(x.i)), . = 1 ,2 , . . . , p . 
Definit ion 3 . A real function / on X is said to be PU-integrable on X if there 
exists a real number J with the property that, for every given e > 0, there is a 
p 
positive function S: X —> R such that | Yl f(xi) • f (?, dfi — l\ < £ for each 5-fine 
i=i x 
PU-partition P = {(«,:,.c;)}-=r 
The number / is called the PU-integral of / and we write I = (PU) / / . 
x 
It is easy to verify that if / exists, it is unique. 
If A C X is compact, we can view it as a compact space in its own right, and 
define the integrability of a function / on A as above. 
1. PU-INTEGRAL 
Propos i t ion 1.1. If S is a positive function on X, there exists a S-Rne PU-
partition. 
P r o o f . Consider the family U = {U(x, ^-),x e X}. Since U is an open cover 
of X, there is a finite subcover {U(xh ^ § ^ ) , i = 1,2,. . . ,n} of X. 
Set 
Vx-.yln.--f-1] , Vi = U[xi,s-^]-\JU[xk,
S-^} i = 2,...,n. 
fc=i 
The functions 
f 1 if x € V 
0,(*) = xv. (*) = < „ 
[ 0 if s £ Vj 
verify the relation ]T] ^ ( x ) = 1 and the partition P = {(9i,Xi)}vi=l is <5-fine. D 
;= i 
Propos i t ion 1 .2 . A reai function f on X is PU-integrable if and only if for every 
e > 0 there exists a function S: X —• R+ such that, if P = {(S[, ^'i)}Pi=i and 
Q = {(0",x")}T_. are two S-Rne PU-partitions then the inequality 
I __] f(x[) • ffft dfi - f_ f(x'!) • [ B] dAJ < e 
I tel { 3-=i { I 
holds. 
P r o o f . The proposition can be easily proved using the technique of Prop. 2.1.8 
in [13]. • 
Propos i t ion 1 .3 . Iff: X —• R is PU-integrable on X and if A C X is a compact 
subset of X then f/A: A —• R is PU-integrabie on A. 
P r o o f . If e > 0, there exists S: X — • R+ and we set S/A: A —• R+ to be the 
restriction of S to A. Since A is compact, there exist <5-fine PU-partitions in A, and 
let Pi = { ( f l f ^ 1 ' ) } ^ , and P2 = {(6»i
2),x[2))}l'=1 be two such partitions. Extend 
e\l) and 9[2) onto X setting 
B<j
1)(x) = 9f)(x) = 0 for x £ A; we have then SgW, Sem C A, for each j and k. 
By Prop. 1.1, there exists a rt-fine PU-partition in X,P = {(#;,2:;)}i=i> such that 
/i(Se, n S 9 j ) = 0 for i =£ j . If we set A\ = SSi n A and A!> = S0, n (A' - A) for each i 
we get : 
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A\ U A'l = S0. t Q. - 0i. + pi where 0'{ = 0{ • \A\ and 9'{ = 6t • XA>; • 
The family P = { (^ ,* , )}£ : 1 U{(^ ' , a ; i )}g ! l is 5-fine; therefore P is a PU-partition 
i n X . 
Now if we consider 
Pi = {(*i1),*51))}?-iU{W,x1)}SL1, 
^ = {(ei2),42))}Liu{w>.xi)}r=i, 
it is clear that P j and P-2 are 5-fine PU-partitions in X. 
By Prop. 1.2 we have 
£>|E/(4 i ,)7^1)dM+s /('r;)7^'^ 
i x * x 
-E/(42))-/^2)^-E/(^)7^'^| 
* X ' X 
= |E/(4 1 ) ) /^ ,dM-E/(4 2 ) ) - /^ 2 ,4 
1 ^ x * X ' 
which proves the PU-integrability on A of f/A. D 
2 . /i-MEASURABILITY OF A PU-INTEGRABLE FUNCTION 
In this section we are going to study the yu-measurability of PU-integrable func-
tions. For this purpose, we recall some classical results. 
Theorem 2 . 1 . Let X be a metric space, M a u-algebra of subsets of X and B 
a Vitali system with B C M. It tp and n are totally additive set functions on M. 
then the derivative of ip with respect to n and the system B at a point x E X is a 
p-measurable function. 
P r o o f . See [5] p. 247. D 
T h e o r e m 2.2. If X is a metric separable space, if the closed sets belong to a 
measure space (X,M,p) of subsets of X, and if to every x £ X there is a finite 
number p(x) > 0, such that p(U[x, 2r]) ^ p(x) • n(U[x, r]), then the system C of the 
closed balls U[x,r] (for all x e X and all r > 0) is a Vitali system. 
P r o o f . See [5] p. 263. D 
Now we show our results about the /i-raeasurability of the PU-integrable functions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 1 . If f is PU-integrable on X and (C;)*=] is a finite family of 
compact subsets of X such that 
k 
Jx - \J C.) = 0 and fi(d n Cj) = 0 for i £ j , 
t h f f l i ( P U ) / / - _ ( P U ) / / . 
x ;=i d 
P r o o f . Using Prop. 1.3, we can say that / is PU-integrable on C; for every i; 
therefore, if s > 0 there exists 5: X — • R+ such that for each <5-fine PU-partition 




|X)/(-YV/-f d#.-(PU)//|< J 
and 
\^2f(xh)-Jehd(t-(PU)J f < 2 -
a й ы — Consider the <5-fine PU-partition in X given by F = (J P; where we set Of (x) = 0 
for x e X - d . 
Then we have: 
|(pu)//- E( p u)//| * |(pu)// - E(E/(4;)) • Jef d")| 
X i = 1 Cj X , = 1 •?' C j 
EІĘл-ћf^dм-EíPU)/ / 
d 
< 2 + Ь 2 f c = E ' 
which proves the proposition. D 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. If e > 0 and iff is PV-integrable on X and P = {(9i,Xi)}f=1 
is a S-Rne PV-partition in X with 9i = Xd where C; is a compact subset of X and 
fi(d n Cj) = 0 for i ^ j , then 
E |/(*o • / xoid^ - (pu) Jf\<2є 
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for any J C {l ,2 , . . . ,p}. 
Proof . If e > 0, there exists 6: X —• R+ such that, if P = {(xci,xi)}
p
i=l is a 
<5-fine partition (P exists by Prop. 1.1), we have 
|E/(a: i)-/xc id /.-(PU)//|<|. 
i = 1 x x 
By Prop. 2.1, we have 
[jy(xi)-fxctdii-(P\J)Jf)\<l • 
i = 1 X C; 
For each i i J, there exists <5.: C. —• R+ such that for every <5.-fine PU-partition 
in Ci,Pi = {(xd,h,Xi,k)}k, we obtain 
I E/(**)7xc.,..d^-(pu)//!<_£_ 
d d 
where m = p — card(J). 
If we suppose <5, <. <5 for each i, the family P = IJ {{xCj, Xj)} u U i(xc, _, £;,fc)}fc 
isJ HJ 
is a <5-fine partition in X. 
By the PU-integrability of / , we have : 
I E ( / t o ) • / XC. dM - (PU) / / ) I = I E ( / ( ^ ) • / XC, d ^ " (PU) / / 
toto x c. y l ' ^ V x c, 
+ EfE( / to ) - /xc,„d//-(PU) / / 
is_j - k
 v £ 
- E f E ( / t o ) - /xc,,;d.t-(PU) 
i«J to v 3
/. 
^ I E /to) • / xc, dM + E f E (/to) • / xc«.. d" 
' i G . v »_j L fc v v 
C, _ 
/ / 
- Í E ( p u ) / / + E ( E ( p u ) / / 
L І Є І Ą «*•> fc c,_ 
+ E I E /(**) ' / Xe7,._ фi - (PU) / /| < § + m ^ 
Dividing the lefthand side into subsums of the positive and the negative terms and 
applying our result separately to each of them, we obtain the assertion of Prop. 2.2. 
• 
Propos i t ion 2.3. If f is PU-integrable then 
t< . r (
P U ) J c . . / . v 
f(x) = hm — a.e. m X, 
C„-n n(Cn) 
where Cn are closed balls centered at x with radius rn > 0 and C„ converges to x in 
the sense that rn converges to 0. 
P r o o f . We use the same technique as in [11], Prop. 4.4. 
Set 
(PU) L f 
A={xEX: f(x) ± lim 
KCn) 
for each x0 E A there exist a sequence {C„}„ of closed balls converging to x0 and a 
number e(x0) > 0 such that for every Q > 0 there is n0 with the property that 
| (P U)Jc, / 
C„„ C U(X0,Q) and 
MCn„) 
- fЫ > є(x0)-
Set An = {x E A\E(X) > i } , then A = [}An. Given s > 0, if 6: X — • R+ is 
the corresponding positive function from the definition of integral, for each x0 E An 
there is a closed ball C[.i'o] C U(x0,6(x0)) such that 
(PU) J c M / 
n(C[x0]) 
- fЫ 
Observe that the family {C[:r0]: x0 E An} is a cover of An, and since the system 
C of all closed balls is a Vitali system by condition 0 on the space (X,M,u) and by 
Theorem 2.2, there exist a countably many disjoint sets C[x{], i = 1, . . . such that 
0 ^ Y*Xc[xi](x) ^ 1 a.e. in A'. For each k E N the family {(Xc[xi],xi)}i=i c a n be 
considered as part of a <5-fine partition in X, P = {(XFi,Xi),Fi closed set }: so by 
Prop. 2.2 applied for ^ instead of e, we obtain 
k k . 
VJ (i(C[Xi]) <n-J2\ ( ( P U ) / / " /(**) ' /'(C[.r,:])J | < »• ~ = e for every fe 6 .V 
C[x,] 
and 
/t*(A„) = ̂ (^„n\Jc[xi]) <^(IJCN) = E " (
C N ) <£' 
it follows that /i(A„) = 0 . 
Propos i t ion 2.4. If f is PU-integrable then f is Li-measurable. 
P r o o f . It is a consequence of Prop. 2.3, of the condition j3 on the measure space 
M and of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. In fact, by Prop. 2.3 f(x) is almost everywhere 
in X the derivative of the set function <p: C — • R, where <p(C) = ( P U ) / / , with 
c 
respect to the measure JJ, and the Vitali system C. • 
3 . PU-INTEGRABILITY OF A /U-INTEGRABLE FUNCTION 
Proposi t ion 3 .1 . If f is ^-measurable and fi-integrable, given e > 0 there exists 
a function 5: X —> R+ such that 
J2\(f(xi)- Jdidu- Jfdi, dít < < 
for each 5-Sne partition P = {(Oi,Xi)}i € X. 
P r o o f . Given e > 0, set n = 1+*iXy 
By Vitali-Caratheodory theorem, there are two real ^-measurable functions a(x) 
and b(x) defined on X such that 
a(x) is upper semicontinuous and upper bounded, 
b(x) is lower semicontinuous and lower bounded, 
a(x) «C f(x) ^ b(x) for each x € X, J (b(x) - a(x)) da < r,. 
x 
For each x £ X there exists a ball U(x,5(x)) such that 
a(y) < a(x) + n ^ f(x) + n, b(y) > b(x) -r\>. f(x) - r/ for each y € U(x, 5(x)). 
For each <5-fine partition in X,P = {(6i,Xi)}i the following relations hold: 
I aOidfi-n I8idu.^ j f(x{)- 0i dfl + f) f 9{ dii - r, f 6{ dM 
X X X X X 
= f f(xt) -Oidu.< fb6idu + r, f 9i du., 
X X X 
f a-Oidu^ f fdi du ^ f bdi dfi 
X X X 
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Since "}2i 8i(x) = 1 a.e in X, we have 
\J2 ( I/(*,)• M/i- f/^d/ij < \j2( [b0id/J, + V i Sidfi- i aOidfi 
i x x !' x x x 
= V j ( (b-a) dido.+ 11 f 0idiA sC f(b-a)dii + T] J dp, < r\ + n • p(X) = 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2. If f is //-measurable and ti-integrable, then f is PU-integrable 
and we have (PU) J f = J f dp. 
x x 
P r o o f . If e > 0, we take S: X —> R+ as in the previous proposition and let 
P = {(9i,Xi)}i be a <5-fine partition in X. By Prop. 3.1, we have 
hr>(*.) • JOidtt- J/dA-Ulv^/te). Jfcd/.-v; JmdJ 
' X X ' X * X 
= I E (/(x') • /«i d/i - | /0. d/̂  I < e, 
from which, recalling Definition 3, the proposition follows. • 
4. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE P U - I N T E G R A L AND THE ^ - INTEGRAL 
In [7] the Davies-McShane integral is defined in an abstract measure space and it 
is proved that it is equivalent to //-integral for each //-measurable function. 
In this section, we suppose that (X, M, u) is a topological compact measure space, 
with a finite non atomic measure u. and with topology T C M. A real function / 
on X is said to be Davies-Mc-Shane integrable if there exists a number / with the 
property that given e > 0, there is a function G: X —• T where G(x) is an open 
neighborhood of x, such that for every finite family {(/<,»>)}< with h € M and 
h C G(xi), n(X -\Jh) = 0 and p(h nlj)=0 for i £ j , we have 
| J2 /(--.) •/•(-.) - / | < * . 
and in this case we write / = (D-McSh)J / . 
x 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 1 . If f is PU-integrable then f is (D-McSh)-intcgrable and the 
two integrals coincide. 
P r o o f . Given e > 0, we find the positive function S from Definition 3 and 
set G(x) = U(x,S(x)). If {(/ ; , . r ;)}, i i is a family with h 6 M, It C U(xi,6(xi)), 
h 
n(h n /,•) = 0 for i 5* j and /i(X - (J 7;) = 0 then the family {(.xn*
xi)i=uxi e x) 
;= i 
is a (5-fine partition in X . Therefore we have 
e > I £ /(«) ' / W d" " (pu) / / I = I £ /(**) • M) " (PU) / /[ 




P r o o f . This proposition is a consequence of Prop. 2.4, Prop. 4.1, [7] and 
Prop. 3.2. • 
R e m a r k . In [7] the ^.-measurability of D-McSh integrable function is left an 
open problem. Prop. 2.4 and Prop. 4.1 give an affirmative answer to this question if 
we modify the definition of PU-integral and use only functions 0t = \h with h € M-
5. E X A M P L E OF A NONEUCLIDEAN COMPACT METRIC SPACE 
In this section we give an example of a noneuclidean compact metric space, satis-
fying the conditions a, f), 7 of this paper. 
Let us consider the space E^ of the infinite strings from the alphabet E = {0,1} 
(cf. [4]). 
Fixing two symbols, say 0 and 1, we consider finite strings made up of these 
elements. For example 100010. The set E = {0,1} is called the alphabet of the 
strings. The number of symbols in a finite string a is called the length of the string 
and denoted \a\. By convention we say that there is a unique string of length 0 called 
empty string and denoted by A. The string 100010 cited above has the length 6. 
We write £(") for the set of all the strings of length n and we set 
£W = £ ( » I u £ ( ' ) u £ M u . . . u £ W u . . . 
If a and /9 are two strings, we may form the string a/3, called the concatenation 
of a and 0, by listing the symbols of string a followed by the symbols of the string 
(3. For example if a = 010,0 = 10101 then a/3 = 01010101. If \a\ > n we write a\n 
for the initial segment of a of length n. 
Now, let E^ be the set of infinite strings of the alphabet E. We define in E(a,) 
a metric Q as follows: 
if f3,7 6 JE'("') and /? = a/3', 7 = 07 ' , where a € E1-*'1 is the longest common initial 
string and /3',-y' G 2?(w), we set Q(/3,^) = (I)1"1 and £>(/?,/?) = 0. If a = A then we 
set e(/3,7) = I-
To verify the triangle inequality it is sufficient to verify the so called ultra-triangle 
inequality, that is: 
if p, 7, a in £<") then Q({S,i) <. max[e(/3,<r),e(7,ff)]. 
The last inequality allows us to say that the space £ ( u , ) is not euclidean. It is 
called an ultrametric space. 
We suppose that (3,7,0- are all different and Q(J3,<J) = (\)n < 1 and p(cr,7) = 
( | ) m < 1. If we set A: = min{n ,m}, then /3 and 7 have at least a common initial 
segment of length k, and Q(/3,-y) ^ ( |) f c = m a x { ( | ) n , ( | ) m } = max{£(/3,<r), Q(<T, 7)} . 
The geometric and topological properties of an ultrametric space are quite different 
from those of a euclidean space. Let's give some properties: 
1) every triangle is isosceles, 
2) the ball U(x, r) has diameter at most r and each of its points is a center, 
3) every ball is a closed and an open set (clopen set), so its boundary is empty. 
It is not difficult to verify that E^t is a complete, separable and compact space 
(cf. [4]). It is important to observe that the set [a] = {f3 E E (">: (3 = a/3' for 
some f3'} is an open set, and, given any ball U(x,r), there exists a e £ ( % ) such that 
[a] = U(x,r). 
We define a measure on _E(uj). On A = {[a],a 6 _E(*'} we define the set function 
mo.([a]) = ( | ) l a i and extend m i onto X in the following way: 
ml (A) = inf I mi ( J T ^ ] ) } f°r each A C X. 
In [4], p. 142, it was proved that m\ is a metric outer measure that is an outer 
measure such that if A, B C A'and Q(A,B) > 0 then mUAuB) = m\(A)+m\(B). 
Let M i be the <j-algebra of all m\-measurable sets in Caratheodory sense, and 
put mi(M) = m\(M) for each M e Mi. 
In [4], p. 138, it was proved that the open sets are ?7ii-measurable, so the condition 
a of the Preliminaries is true. Condition 7 is a consequence of the metric properties, 
so the condition (3 only must be proved. 
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Propos i t ion 5 .1 . For each fc e R+ and foi eveiy x E B(") we have 
mi(U(x,2k)) 
m\(U(x,k)) ~2-
P r o o f . Observe that for each a,/3 6 £(u"' we have _(a,f)) ^ 1 so that 2fc ^ 1 
and fc < 5. Given fc > 0 there exist 7' , 7 e E(*> such that U(x,k) = [7] and 
U(x,2k) = [7']. Let h = min{t 6 N|(§) ' < fc} and fei = min{<' 6 N|( |Y ' ^ 2fc}. So 
the inequalities h >• logi fc and /ix ^ logi 2fc hold. 
Then 
t k] +1 if logi fc £ N 
/i = 
fc if l o g . fc e 
and 
_ J [logi 2fc] + 1 if log. 2fc i H 
\ log^ 2fc if log. 2fc e M. 
where [a] denotes the integral part of a. 
Note that 
________) _ (___ _ / l \ - » - * 
mi(<7(.T,fc)) ~ ( ^ " V2j 
but 
hi - h = [logi 2fc] + 1 - [logi fc] - 1 = [logi 2fc] - [logi fc] 
= [logi 2 + logi fc] - [logi fc] = [-1 + logj fc] - [logi fc] 
= - 1 + [log. fc] - [logi fc] = - 1 if log, fc £ N, 
h1-h = logi 2fc - logi fc = - 1 if logi fc 6 N. 
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